
Safe, private connections  
everywhere learning happens

Powered by Jamf’s content filtering and network 
threat protection engine, Jamf Safe Internet is 
designed to help schools protect students, staff, 
and networks from harmful content. 

Students spend nearly twice as much time online than ever 
before, presenting a growing need for digital safety to eliminate 
cyberattacks and prevent students from accessing unsafe content. 
Using Jamf security tools, Jamf Safe Internet is a purpose-built, 
education, content filtering and security solution that combines 
best-in- class network threat prevention and a vast content-filtering 
database to block unsafe content and malicious attacks such as 
malware or phishing, inegrated with our flagship education mobile 
device management solution – Jamf School.

Cybersecurity that’s always on

Protecting networks from cyber attacks is essential in education, 
to maintain continuity of learning, protect staff and student data and 
eliminate other potential risks that come with these attacks. 

Jamf Safe Internet, utilizing machine learning tools to identify 
and remediate against Phishing, Malware, Cryptojacking and other 
forms of cyber attacks, keeping institutions and their networks secure.

JAMF SAFE INTERNET



See how Jamf Safe Internet works with your MDM platform to ensure security and 
digital safety remain core to the educational experience.
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Content Filtering Database

Comprehensive content filtering optimized for education 
and integrated with MDM for simple, powerful user 
protection. Using lightweight, performant domain name 
system (DNS) technology Jamf Safe Internet allows admins 
to create and customize the content filter results that fit 
their school needs, without invading privacy.

Education optimized

A console with workflows specifically for the education 
admin and seamless Jamf School integration to make 
deployment and on-going syncing simple and intuitive from 
the platform you’re comfortable using. Jamf Safe Internet 
also integrates with Jamf Pro and Chromebook and 
Windows devices right out of the box.

Enforce Restrictions

Use Jamf Safe Internet to implement YouTube’s Restricted 
Mode and enforce Google SafeSearch. Hide explicit 
content from YouTube’s search, comments and embedded 
YouTube videos, and Google search results.

On-Device Content Filtering (ODCF)

Ensure end-users cannot bypass domain-based rules by 
visiting sites via IP addresses. ODCF first inspects traffic in 
a restrictive sandbox and strips away sensitive data when 
it leaves, meaning a powerful and still privacy-preserving 
experience for the Apple users. (Exclusive to Apple)

Content controls customized

Scope the security and filtering policies fit for your needs. Or, simply choose a Safe Internet preset and get started!

Simple, Save and Apply 
updates to your policies

Pre-defined rules to get your  
content filtering policy started

Wide set of block categories to 
prevent content

Simple click-to-toggle Allow/
Block functionality

https://www.jamf.com/products/jamf-safe-internet/
https://www.jamf.com/request-trial/jamf-safe-internet

